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FROZEN SEMEN CREDIT CARD AUTHORIZATION FORM  

  
I, the undersigned, do authorize Infinity Canine, LLC or associate of to charge my credit card for the 
processing and shipping of frozen semen. I understand that the charges are for semen preparation, one 
week of tank rental and shipping fees incurred by FedEx. There may be additional fees if a STAT fee was 
applied.  I agree to pay $10.00 per day for every day the tank is not returned after the initial week. In 
addition, if the tank is not returned within 30 days or if it is returned damaged, I understand that my 
credit card will be charged a $1,200.00 replacement fee. (International shipment may be higher in value) I 
also release Infinity Canine of any responsibility of delay or damage to shipment that is beyond their 
control once package has been picked up and released to Federal Express. No refunds will be issued 
from Infinity Canine for shipping or processing fees due to problems occurred by Federal Express. I also 
authorize Infinity Canine, LLC or an associate of, to put my credit card number on The Federal Express 
air-bill to pay the charges to ship the tank to its destination and back to Infinity Canine, LLC if needed.  
  

       Infinity Canine will automatically insure through fed-ex an insurance value of $1000.00 for shipping 

of the semen.  

                      
*Fill out this section entirely or a $5.00 service charge will apply.*  

  

Cardholders Name: ___________________________________________________________________________  

  

Telephone Number: _____________________________ EMAIL: ______________________________________  

  

  

Choose one:                  Visa                  MC                AMEX               DISC                  PAY ONLINE   

  

CC#____________________________________________________________________________  

  

Expiration Date: ____________________________ CVV#_________________________________  

  

ADDRESS ON CC BILL: _____________________________________________________________  

  

                                           ________________________________________ ZIP_________________  

  

I have read and understand the charges as outlined above and authorize the use of the Credit card listed.  

  

Signature: ____________________________________________    Date: ______________________________  

  

PLEASE EMAIL BACK TO infinityk9@gmail.com OR Fax: 919.292.6375  

  

(Form prepared with the help CLONE West, Dr. Dana Bleiffer)  

  

NOTES:   


